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Abstract---Purpose of the study: The purpose of the article is to compare and distinguish between the communication phenomena of sabotage, suicide, and avoidance displayed in the speech of characters of modern Ukrainian plays; to define them as communicative tactics that do not always violate communicative comfort and lead to conflict in communication; to characterize the main communicative goals and maxims affected by these communicative tactics. The key methods of the study, in addition to general scientific ones, were such dedicated linguistic methods as contextual and situational, speech and action analysis of communicative sabotage, suicide, and avoidance, as well as the method of structural and pragmatic analysis to provide characteristics of speech abnormal behavior of characters in modern Ukrainian plays, to identify of the consequences of communicative sabotage, suicide, and avoidance. The tactics violating the rules of the communication code are communicative sabotage, communicative suicide, and communicative avoidance. Communicative sabotage is mainly used by characters in a negative psychoemotional state as a way to express irritation and contempt, which causes changes in the focus of communication and hinders the achievement of the objective, informative and communicative goals of communication.
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**Introduction**

A conflict is the main genre feature of a play and the driving force behind the drama’s evolvement. Despite the combination of baroque, romantic, realistic types of conflict in modern dramatic works, as well as the mundane theme of artistic conflicts devoid of acuity, brightness, and depth, the communication of modern dramatic discourse is usually tense and uncomfortable, which is motivated by generic communicative intentions of the actors, as well as due to social, intellectual, age and gender aspects. The growing level of aggression in modern society also affects the representation of this trend in plays. Taking into account the fact that the communicative environment of the modern plays’ characters is limited to everyday communication, and the chronotopic structure – to modern or recent time, it becomes logical to reflect in the dialogues of characters the aggressive speech behavior characteristic of modern people in everyday communication, affecting communicative comfort (Cornelius & Faire, 1992; Ilie, 2021; Suima, 2017).

Pragmatics models the functioning of all communicative acts down to certain principles and postulates that communicators must use to achieve certain results. The main principles shaping successful communication are the well-known principles of cooperation and politeness. The cooperative principle is determined by the partners' interest in the effectiveness of information transfer, which determines the coordination of communicators’ speech activity, the avoidance of communicatively incompatible speech acts. This principle suggested by G.P. Grice, postulates: one's communicative contribution at a certain stage of the dialogue should be such as is required by the mutually accepted purpose and direction (Grice, 1985). The cooperative principle has been implemented in the maxims of conversation, which determine the degree of communication cooperation (the maxims of quantity, quality, relation, and manner). The cooperative principle presupposes observance of the politeness principle suggested by G. Leech and aimed at ensuring the harmonization of information exchange and conflict prevention (Leech, 2016). The politeness principle and the cooperative principle are functionally intersected, while creating a communicative code, as they regulate the social behavior of communicators, including communicative activities.

Among the principles of conflict-free communication I. Sternin singles out the patience principle (the conversation partner is right, even if he/she is not), the principle of favorable self-presentation (try to please the conversation partner), the positive principle (minimize negative information) (Sternin, 2015). Politeness is interpreted as a principle of social interaction, based on respect for the partners, taking into account their interests, and willingness to assist. The perception of politeness as a set of rules and norms is associated primarily with the names of Goffman (1972); Lakoff (1982); Leech (2016). The latter considers politeness as a specific strategy of speech behavior aimed at preventing conflict situations (Leech, 2016).
The politeness principle is implemented in conversation through various maxims, in particular the maxims of tact, generosity, approbation, modesty, agreement, and sympathy. Each of the six maxims of the politeness principle consists of two submaxima: a positive maxim, aimed at preserving the "positive face", and a negative one, which meets the needs of the "negative face". The term "face", introduced by E. Goffman, is interpreted as a positive social value, established by each interlocutor in the process of communication with others, and recognized by others (Goffman, 1972). The communicative activity supports or threatens a positive face (the addressee’s desire to be accepted and approved as a social personality) and a negative face (the addressee’s need to be independent, to have his own space). The "face" theory motivates distinguishing between positive and negative politeness. Adherence to positive politeness is conditioned by the demonstration of the unity of the speaker with the listener and can be found in the expression of interest in the communicative partners, taking into account their desires and interests. Negative politeness considers the feeling of freedom of the other person and is aimed at ensuring that the speaker is not obtrusive and too emotional, does not offend the listener (Goffman, 1972).

At the same time, the generic features of drama, which is characterized by the tension of action, stipulate constant ignoring of the cooperative and politeness principles in the conversation of characters. Observance of positive and negative politeness can often be noticed in characters’ conversations only at the level of speech-stimulus and speech response. Long-term use of politeness maxima in dramatic communication contradicts both the generic principles of drama and everyday oral communication in general. In the dramatic dialogues, the rules of communicative code frequently break the methods of communicative sabotage, communicative suicide, and communicative evasiveness which have become the object of our research in the article (Palarivattom & Kochunni, 2015; Masrul, 2018). At the same time it is necessary to put a question: do such violations always cause discomfort in communication? Could it be possible to consider automatically the communication as being uncomfortable if the communicative sabotage, the communicative suicide, or the communicative evasiveness are included in the dialogues? We have attempted to understand exactly this phenomenon in our article.

**Literature Review**

The optimal communication is determined as a successful one, but the communicative discomfort provoked by the communicative and anomalous phenomena is observed if the deviations from the general line of the development of dialogue or the violations of the dialogical behavioral regulations appear. N. Bolochontseva determines the phenomenon of communicative discomfort as a state of uncomfortable communication that, in case of its prologation, causes a conflict that can turn into a communicative failure – a negative result when the aim of communication is not reached. The situation of communicative discomfort arises when during the communication there are the available lines that complicate the realization of some communicative intentions or expectations of interlocutors (Bolochontseva, 2010). The appearance of communicative discomfort is caused by the breach of positive and negative politeness.
The basic maxims that determine the positive and negative politeness forming the comfort atmosphere of communication are the maxim of tact (it regulates the limits of personal space); the maxim of magnanimity (it protects the interlocutors from prevailing in the process of communication); the maxim of approval (it means a positive assessment of other people); the maxim of modesty (it envisages the non-acceptance of praise on oneself); the maxim of concord (it lies in unoppositionness); the maxim of sympathy (it demonstrates the anxiety about some interests, desires, and necessities of a communicative partner). The violation of the last maxim preventing a conflict during a communication becomes the consequence of the communicative anomalous actions that cause the communicative discomfort (Lindblom, 2001; Shostak & Gillespie, 2014). Foremost, communicative discomfort is brought into correlation with these actions.

T. Nikolaeva, who introduced the term into linguistics, thinks that it is an expression that can help to manipulate the mass consciousness, she distinguishes four possible varieties: imposing one’s opinion, refusing to provide an expected answer to a question, wishing for avoiding the theme of communication, wishing for offending an interlocutor (Nikolaeva, 1990). V. Andreyeva compares communicative sabotage with language opposition, communicative failure, manipulation, speech demagoguery, conflict, speech aggression and regards the phenomenon as unifying, but not identical to them (Andreyeva, 2009). O. Dotsenko presents communicative sabotage as a method of informative pressure on an interlocutor, it is a reaction of an addressee to a remark of a sender, in which the previous remark is ignored, and new content is introduced in the answer (Dotsenko, 1997). In this way, the maxims of tact, magnanimity, and sympathy are broken by a speaker. O. Yarenchuk marks that it is important to analyze the communicative sabotage in three aspects “language – perception – thinking” (Yarenchuk, 2013).

To the semantic sabotage A. Fleishman adds derision, the distraction of an interlocutor from the theme of his story, interruption, unexpected pause in communication, violation of accuracy of an interlocutor, objection to the point from the speech of an interlocutor (Fleishman, 1967). Among the basic tactics of sabotage X. Kornelius and Ch. Fair call threat, order, negative criticism, touchy nicknames, concealment of important information, interrogation, praise with an underlying message, display of reasons of behavior, inopportune advice, refusal from a discussion of the problem, rivalry. To our opinion, the term “communicative sabotage” accurately calls the deviant processes in the communication directed at the violation of communicative comfort and rules of communication. In the researches of the scientists–non-slavicists these phenomena are called equivocal communication (Kline et al., 2008; Lamour, 2021), communicative aggression (D’Errico et al., 2017; KAJI et al., 2017), the refusal to communicate (Wright, 2018), the mobbing strategy (Minbas-Poussard, 2018), the verbal violence (Nieto et al., 2018; Rosenthal et al., 2018), and so on.

It should be noted that the researchers do not give the accurate categorical determination of the phenomenon, characterizing the communicative sabotage as the communicative strategy (Suima, 2017), the communicative tactics (Khomenko, 2014), the communicative method (Pavlyk & Vusyk, 2021), the speech genre (Andreyeva, 2009). To our opinion, communicative sabotage is a
transitional tactic between the strategies of manipulation and speech aggression as it can verbalize each of these confrontational strategies. The tactics of communicative sabotage is used for the hidden counteraction in a dialogue, which is why the situations without any contradiction and conflict are not determined as the communicative sabotage, but as the communicative evasiveness that is caused, first of all, by the external factors. Investigating the communicative tactics of evasiveness in the political discourse, O. Ponomarenko determines it as a certain speech act, in which the politicians practically realize the strategic intention to avoid the clear expression of thought with the help of one or several verbal and nonverbal methods (Ponomarenko, 2004). Another display of discomfort communication is the inappropriate beginning of the communicative act, which E. Kluyev has fairly called the communicative suicide, i. e. an appreciable error that at once makes the communication ineffective (Kluyev, 2002).

Materials and Methods

In the process of research the complex methods of scientific analysis have been used, in particular: an interpretive and analytical method, on its basis the theoretical sources with the use of synthesis, analysis, systematization, and so on have been studied; a method of theoretical generalization which has promoted the formulation of conclusions; a contextual and situational method used by speakers for the exposure of discomfort communicative situations and also for the analysis of reasons in the application of tactics of communicative sabotage, suicide, and evasiveness; a method of linguistic, divided into acts analysis of communicative sabotage, suicide, and evasiveness; a method of structural and pragmatic analysis for the descriptions of the linguistic and anomalous behavior of characters in the modern Ukrainian plays as well as for the exposure of consequences in the application of communicative sabotage, suicide, and evasiveness (Cherry, 1988; Ryabova, 2015; Jary, 1998).

Results and Discussion

One of the brightest reasons of communicative discomfort communication is communicative sabotage – the tactics of speech influence on an interlocutor that provides the hidden resistance and is directed at the ignoring of the communicative partner. Communicative sabotage does not arise spontaneously, it is used by an addressee during a psychological attack in the line of an interlocutor. It is exactly in such a psychological and emotional condition that the negative emotions resulting in speech aggression prevail at a communicator. Communicative sabotage does not become a method of self-defense, instead, it becomes a way of expressing indignation, irritation, neglect (Holtgraves & Perdew, 2016; Abdi et al., 2010). Mostly, communicative sabotage is used as a test for a certain problem or an appeal to the action, in this case, a communicative partner does not receive a direct answer that breaks the maxims of consent, magnanimity, tact, and sympathy. We intend to analyze the main methods of expression of the tactics of sabotage used in the dialogues of personages from modern Ukrainian plays.

- The answer to the question is in the form of a question, for example:
Baz (dials a number on the mobile phone). Hello, girl, is that you? How is it going? How is study, how are your telephone psychos?
Mila. Did anything happen to you? Do you have anyone else?

In the given telephone conversation consisting of seven sentences, six are interrogative. That is, at the very beginning of communication, both communicators ignore the partner's questions and ask instead of responding.

- Negative constructions, for example:

  Andrii. Bandit! That's who you are.
  Ostap. A soldier who shed his blood for Ukraine.
  Andriy. You beat the Germans, you were sitting at Hitler's ass, warming yourselves.
  Ostap. But you know nothing.
  Andriy. I don't know... And I don't want to know (P. Arie «Glory to the Heroes»).

In the above dialogue, Ostap's last utterance contains a call for further explanation and additional information about certain events, which is sabotaged by communicator Andrii who uses the constructions with the negative particle no.

- Negatively colored emotional and evaluative vocabulary, for example:

  Vasyl. Yes, I always put «notches» in the diary, and then I take everything into account when donating to church. Hard, how hard the work is. Whoever says anything (squints at Zina).
  Zina. You can't hear a more stupid thing. Baptism is virtual. Virtual churches, icons, crosses, life. Maybe a pope is virtual, and alcoholic Kolia sits there and gives his blessings from behind «a nalyvaika» (Lana Ra «Witches’ Time»), (Ra, 2012).

Communicator Zina, violating the maxims of sympathy, tact, approval and consent, evaluates the information of communicator Vasyl in a sharply negative way, using invective vocabulary (a stupid thing, an alcoholic, «a nalyvaika»).

- The use of sarcasm, for example:

  Frau Krage. My life is already under your complete control. (Unsatisfactorily). We’re going to have peppered bacon for dinner today.
  Helena. But...
  Frau Krage (raised her voice). I said – bacon. Go ahead, cook (she pointed at the kitchen).
  Helena. Then I need to go to the city...
  Frau Krage. Don't I have any bacon in the fridge?
  Helena. You do not have pills for gastritis attacks... Which will definitely occur at around two o'clock in the morning (N. Doliak «Gastarbeaters’ Seasons»). (Doliak, 2012)
Communicator Helen is unable to stop communicator Frau Krage from a certain action and resorts to a sabotage tactic, using sarcasm as a means of protest against the communicative partner's intentions, violating the maxims of sympathy and consent. In modern plays, we quite often detect a combination of different linguistic manifestations of communicative sabotage in one dialogue, this causes discomfort in communication and often ends in communicative conflict, for example:

Christina. I'm leaving.
Felix. Will you call?
Christina. Why?
Felix. I don't know.
Christina. Idiot! (Runs out) (V. Kharaman «War»). (Kharaman, 2011).

In the given condensed dialogue, both partners use the sabotage tactic, verbalized in negative constructions (I don't know), feedback questions (Why?), negative evaluation vocabulary (Idiot!). As a result, the dialogue ends abruptly and the goals of communication are not achieved due to the violation of the maxim of sympathy, approval, and tact. The participants of the dialogue, using the tactic of communicative sabotage, do not want to continue the conversation, as they do not consider the topic to be worth discussing, and sometimes express an emotional reaction to their stimulative utterance which initiates the beginning of a conversation. For example:

Vira. And what did you dream of?
Mitia. Of women. I dreamed of different women living in different countries. Some of them were black, others just like you, different, different women with full open lips. I am a traveler on the main road, and they meet me, each meets in their own way, and no one gets angry, says a bad word, seeing me they only open their full wet lips and smile with their eyes like big good and humble animals.
Vira. Well, I don't know what to tell you. I didn't think that's what you dream of, otherwise I wouldn't ask. Why are you telling me this? (M. Nikitiuk «Dachas») (Nikitiuk, 2011).

In some cases, communicative sabotage may indicate reluctance of the one who sabotages to continue the topic of the conversation or communication in general, for example:

Death. And the formula you have is good. But you think wrong. A small error. A small nuance that you've missed.
Peter. Which?
Death. Which- which! I will not say! (O. Taniuk «Avva and Death»), (Taniuk, 2007).

In the above dialogue, the reluctance of one of the communicators to have a conversation in a certain thematic direction is verbalized through a negative sentence I will not say! This method of a speech impact expresses hidden resistance and aims to ignore the content of the statement so as to avoid communication. Note that within the dramatic discourse authors use communicative sabotage as a marker of a character's unprepared speech, spontaneity and emotionality of reactions.
A communicative sabotage tactic is used by communicators to change the direction of communication which is proposed by a communicative partner. As a result, communicative comfort is under strain primarily due to violations of the rules of communication (the principles of cooperation and courtesy). At the same time, communicative sabotage hinders the achievement of the main goals of communication: informative, which consists in conveying information to a partner and obtaining confirmation that it has been received; substantive, which lies in inquiry, getting something, change in an interlocutor's behavior; communicative, which consists in the formation of harmonious relations with an interlocutor. The tactic of communicative sabotage primarily affects the achievement of the objective goal of communication: the requests and appeals of one of the partners are ignored by the other participants of communication (Rohr & Rahman, 2015; Felemban, 2012; Zu, 2021). However, if such communicative actions do not disturb the communicative balance, then communication can be considered comfortable because informative and communicative goals will be achieved in this case. Under such circumstances, communicative situations in which a communicator uses the change of the topic of conversation or the evasion of the question, without disturbing the communicative balance, we do not consider uncomfortable due to the tactic of communicative sabotage. In such dialogues, it is worth talking about the tactic of evasion, the purpose of which is often to maintain conflict-free and comfortable communication (Kovalenko et al., 2021; Fatikhova & Ziiatdinova, 2021).

J. P. Forgas & M. Cromer state a speaker's emotional mood influences the phenomenon of evasion, in particular, negative emotions increase the number of evasive phrases in speech. The degree of the conflict of the situation also has a significant impact: the sharper the conflict is the more evasion in the communicators' speech (Forgas & Cromer, 2004). The communicative tactic of evasion is defined as a way to implement verbal and nonverbal means of strategic intention to completely or partially avoid transferring communicatively significant information, to abdicate responsibility for its accuracy, or convey implicitly while trying not to disturb the communicative balance. Within the limits of communicative evasion, the methods of full and partial information blocking can be distinguished. Communicative evasion is realized under the condition of violation of one of the postulates or the general principle of cooperation, as a result of which there is a refusal of cooperation (complete evasion) or blocking of communication (partial evasion). In the first case, it is appropriate to say about the tactics of communicative sabotage, which causes communicative discomfort during communication.

The communicative technique of complete blocking of information provides for a complete refusal to provide it, for example:

*Helena.* So be it. *Imagination, dreams are already something. What have you got? What do you have? I'm asking you.*

*Oleg.* Do not ask me!

*Helena.* I'm asking.

*Oleg.* What the hell, who are you and who gave you such a right to ask? (A. Pogrebinska “The Ninth Lunar Day”), (Pogrebinska, 2004)
The communicative technique of partial blocking of information, as opposed to a complete refusal of communication, can be implemented in some ways aimed at avoiding the provision of the necessary information or its distortion, for example

_Father (to Valentina and Vladislav). He will not repeat what has been said before to Arnold, because I see from your behavior that you have agreed among yourself. Valentine. And you won’t say anything at all?
Father. In addition, I am glad for you (V. Tarasenko “Buy a moon track”), (Tarasenko, 2011).

Communicant Father, refusing to provide the information needed to communicative partners, at the same time expresses emotional support, trying to avoid communicative discomfort. Violating the maxima of consent, the Father adheres to the maxima of sympathy and tact. We stress examples when communicators use alternately both types of communicative evasiveness, which increases the feeling of discomfort in communication, for example:

_Prosecutor. Working methods.
Grace Kelly. I will not answer.
Prosecutor. Do you understand that you are responsible for 263 terrorist acts, the victims of which were 22 ministers, 33 governors-general, governors and vice-governors, 16 mayors, chiefs of police, prosecutors, 7 generals and admirals, 4 attempted assassinations on the president? Working methods!
Grace Kelly. Believe it or not, but like everyone else. Same as in others. We were no different from others. Absolutely nothing (M. "Who Framed Grace Kelly") (M, 2013).

Violation of the general principle of cooperation and the maxim of sympathy is the most categorical way of evasiveness: evasiveness is realized through a complete refusal to continue communication. This method is unsuccessful for the development of communication since it often leads to misunderstanding and verbal aggression on the part of the listener (Radovanović, 2020). The use of this method of evasion through sabotage tactics indicates the non-cooperative direction of the communicant and uncomfortable communication, for example:

_Marco. Galya, I can’t even believe that we are on the train. You can imagine that we are now sitting by the oven, where the fire is quietly blazing.
Galina. I can not. By the way, you, Marco, have a ring on your hand.
Marco. As they say, the time has come ...
Galina. You see. And you fantasizing about some oven.
Marco. And what is forbidden in this?
Galya (rises). It’s time to sleep. I climbed to my top shelf (E. Mykolaichuk-Nizovets “Kashtan and Lily of the Valley”).

The communicant Galina does not want to continue the topic of the conversation because of the courtship of Mark and, having chosen the tactics of sabotage, verbally and non-verbally makes it clear to the communicative partner that the conversation is over. A more effective way to maintain comfortable communication is to violate only a single maxima, provided that the general principle of cooperation and communication rules are observed. J. Yule notes that despite the fact that speakers cannot comply with certain rules, they “demonstrate attempts
to comply with them” (Yule, 1996). In this case, the implementation of evasiveness occurs through the tactics of evasiveness with a constant demonstration of cooperative behavior. The listener is not always aware of this and sometimes is not able to identify the true goals and motives of the speaker.

Matthew. Yeah, I’ve just had a taste of it! So did you really hang out in the zone? Wow, bro! Then respect for you! I have a couple of clients in Lviv, so they also slurped official porridge! Cool guys, I’m telling you! I learned life from them!
Warm. We will not talk about this now. I might tell you more about this page of my biography later. And meanwhile – here you have just arrived here, in America. How do you feel here?
Matthew. But I’ve just arrived a couple of hours. But in general this America is wow - clean, everyone has good cars, new ones. Such houses are standing along the road, big, beautiful (A. Irvanets ”Once Upon a Time in America”).

Communicant Warm uses tactics of communicative evasion, violating the maxima of consent. At the same time, changing the topic of conversation does not cause communicative discomfort, as evidenced by the last remark of Matthew. It should be noted that in the case of implicit transmission of information (hint, irony, etc.), the violation of the communicative code concerns only the literal meaning of the utterance, and not the “deep” meaning of the message, corresponding to the penses of successful communication. In this case, while verbalizing the tactics of evasiveness through the method of partial blocking of information, the principles of cooperation and politeness are not aroused and comfort in communication is maintained.

Another tactic that can violate the communicative code of communication in the dialogues of modern plays is communicative suicide. According to N. Kovalskaya and G. Dzhunusalieva, communicative suicide is a gross mistake made in communication, which immediately makes further communication ineffective in advance (Dzhunusalieva & Kovalskaya, 2011). Such tactics can render further information exchange ineffective. For example, phrases like «You won’t believe it! It is impossible to believe in it! It looks like a lie», adopted at the beginning of a statement, provoke doubts among the addressee about the veracity of the information provided by the addressee, and affect the effectiveness of communication:

Eugene. Martha, you won’t believe me, it’s happened.
Martha. What’s happened?
Eugene. Remember, last month I went to donate sperm as a donor.
Martha. Well, there is nothing to brag about. What, they didn’t accept it, because it’s not oily? (V. Pachovsky ”Bitches Brew (There will be no peace for you all!)”).

In the submitted dialogue, the stimulus replica of the interlocutor Eugene, containing a communicatively incorrect phrase, evokes irony in the reactive replica of the second interlocutor Martha and indicates further rejection of information, which makes communication ineffective. In other examples, the tactics of communicative suicide used in everyday communication, on the contrary, programs the listener to perceive unexpected information and react to it, for example:
Maksim. Kostya, you have to help me to protect my freedom!
Kostya (worried). What have you done?!
Maksim. You will not believe! Fucked a woman!
Kostya (worried). Did she write a rape report ?!
Maxim (laughs). What do you think I'm a sex maniac ?!
Kost realizes that he's on the slippery slope and is keeping silent.
Maksym. Kost, you have to help protect my freedom from this woman!
Kost looks at him questioningly.
Maksym. To cut it short, Ira told me yesterday that she's knocked up! (G. Legka “Who were you in a past life?”).

While analyzing the above dialogue, we see that Kostya’s response to the tactics of communicative sabotage of Maxim was the most categorical conclusion about the rape committed by the communication partner. That is, the information presented in this way caused a reactive result and the expectation of confirmation of the worst news, which turned out to be untrue. Therefore, the communicative suicide tactics led to erroneous conclusions and the informative speech goal was not achieved.

Another example of communicative suicide may be etiquette cliché such as “Sorry for taking your time”. “It’s not very important, but…” “It won’t take much time!” Such phrases set the focus of the listener to the fact that the following information is not necessary, and it can be annoying because it takes time. Note that such cliché may not activate the negative perception of further information only informal communication, provided that the conversation partners have unequal social roles, for example: a manager – a subordinate, socially higher status – socially lower status. For example:

Sergeant (leaves, but immediately returns). I apologize for being a distraction, but I can’t leave without offering to restore holy justice.
She. You may offer.
Sergeant. My godchild’s father is famous – he’s the captain of the traffic police, and I have even held preliminary negotiations. This is the idea: your boyfriend, I’m sorry, your husband shall write a statement that he was made drunk, robbed and lost the car...
She. Stop! This matter is settled, holy justice has been met, and here is for the suggestion- please, take it (gives him a banknote) (Y. Vereshchak “The Beggar Detective”), (Vereshchak, 2014).

In the analyzed dramas, dialogues mainly represent everyday communication, so such a communicative suicide is not always justified by Ukrainian conversational etiquette. Sometimes this tactic is used by the speakers who understand in advance the inefficiency of communication and the impossibility of achieving the informational purpose of communication, for example:

Katia (coming to her senses, grabs the phone). Well, look at us, Karas!
Taras. Like in a movie! If I told the dudes, they would not believe the story.
Katya. And my old ladies would say I’m too cool for school (V. Serdiuk & V. Kozhelianko “Playdough Meta”).
Thus, the use of tactics of communicative sabotage, communicative avoidance and communicative suicide by the characters of modern Ukrainian plays does not condition the communication discomfort. The violation of the cooperative and politeness principles with these tactics may not cause an imbalance in communication, provided that all communication partners are set up for cooperative interaction (Rinartha et al., 2018; Benda et al., 2006).

**Conclusion**

Considering conflict as a driving force in the development of drama, it is natural for the characters of a play to actively use the tactics that violate the rules of the communication code, including communicative sabotage, communicative suicide, and communicative avoidance. Communicative sabotage is mostly used by the characters in a negative psychoemotional state as a means of expressing irritation and contempt. Communicative sabotage causes changes in the focus of communication proposed by the partner and hinders the achievement of substantive, informative, and communicative goals of communication. Provided that communicative comfort is maintained and that informative and communicative goals are achieved, sabotage tactics are replaced by communicative avoidance tactics. The tactics of avoidance represent the method of partial blocking of information, and the tactics of communicative sabotage imply a total refusal to communicate. Communicative suicide is a stimulus that violates communication rules. This tactic mainly causes discomfort during the communication of the characters of modern dramatic works, which results in erroneous conclusions or information imperception by the communication partner, which the suicide tactics were aimed at. The only communicative situation in which communicative suicide causes no discomfort is formal business communication when the phrases verbalizing the suicide tactics are the etiquette clichés.

Thus, we can conclude that the availability of tactics of communicative sabotage, suicide, and avoidance does not make the situation a priori uncomfortable. The availability of no comfort during a conversation makes it possible to distinguish between the tactics of communicative sabotage and communicative avoidance. The prospects of further studies are, in our opinion, in the studies of gender features of the application of tactics of communicative sabotage, communicative avoidance, and communicative suicide in modern dramatic works.
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